HOCKEY CANADA PLAYING RULES EXPERTS COURSE
ASSIGNMENT #6

Created by Steve Wallace
Please report errors or omissions to steve@refschool.com
This assignment will take about 1.5 hours to complete.
First, review Rule 6.7 Fighting and Roughing, Rule 7.3 Protection of the Goaltender/Interference and Rule
9.5 Leaving the Players’ or Penalty Bench and their situations. Second, answer the questions quickly without
referring to the Referee’s Case Book. If you are unsure of an answer write down your best guess. Lastly,
after you have completed all the questions review the references provided and check your answers. Amend
your answers as required. You will receive the official answer key 2 days from today. Please do not look at it
until you have competed the exercise indicated above.
Write/type your answer in the space provided below each of the following questions. Always include relevant
“fill-in” information (i.e., location of the ensuing face-off) in your answer.
Type your answer (using blue coloured text if possible) in the space provided below each of the following
questions. Include the “class” of penalty, the name of the infraction (or name of the rule under which the
penalty is assessed) and relevant “fill-in” information (i.e., location of face-off, requirement for a substitute,
requirement to make a report to the President, etc.) in your answers.
1. A gathering occurs. While the gathering is in progress, Banfield leaves the players’ bench.
Subsequently, Oakman (Banfield’s teammate) leaves the penalty bench on his own accord before his
Minor penalty expires. SRD.
2. Crawford has been taunted all game by a spectator behind his players’ bench. After receiving his second
“barley shower” from this fan, Crawford turns around and punches the fan twice in the nose before he is
restrained by his team-mates. SRD if it is felt that the fan instigated the incident. SRD if it is felt that
Crawford instigated the incident.
3. Satvir and Lowe decide to “go”. Both of these ladies skate to centre ice, drop their gloves and “shadow
box” (no punches thrown, just a lot of jockeying for position). While this is going on the referee instructs
all the other players to go to their bench, which they do. Eventually, and simultaneously, Satvir and Lowe
throw one roundhouse type punch each. Lowe connects; Satvir misses. Satvir goes down, out cold!
Lowe bows to the crowd, dusts off her hands and leaves the ice without further incident. SRD.
4. Player Titus is fuming mad and is serving a Minor penalty. At a stoppage of play, before his penalty
expires, Titus leaves the penalty box of his own accord and knocks Luxmore to the ground with a single
blind-side punch. SRD. Penalties assessed? Who serves? How long?
5. Player Carnegie’s team is playing shorthanded because Carnegie is serving a 5-minute time penalty
incurred by a team-mate. While play is in progress, and before his penalty expires, Carnegie leaves the
penalty bench of his own accord to pursue opponent Dixon who has a breakaway in the neutral zone. As
Carnegie closes on Dixon he delivers a moderate intensity slash to Dixon’s forearm, injuring Dixon.
Dixon’s team manages to score play is stopped. In your opinion, Carnegie’s slash was not a deliberate
attempt to injure. SRD.
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6. Player Trevor, who is half way through serving a Minor penalty, leaves the penalty bench of his own
accord, and participates in the play. His team scores while he is on the ice before his penalty time
expires. As Trevor and his team celebrate the scoring of the goal (they do the old high fives down the
line thing with all the players on the player’s bench) one of the opposing team officials grabs Foster and
starts pounding on him. Trevor responds in kind – a pretty good tilt ensues between these two. As the
fight starts you observe one player from each team (Wallace from the home team, Traub from the
visitors) jump off the players’ bench onto the ice at pretty much the same instant. Luckily, you intervene
before these players get too far off their bench and they turn around and exit the ice without further
incident. The timekeeper advises you about Trevor’s early departure from the penalty bench as you
report the goal. SRD.
7. During a power play, player Sepe obtains a breakaway with the puck in the neutral zone. As Sepe
passes the defending team player’s bench someone throws a goaltender’s stick from the bench at him.
The stick gets caught between Sepe legs and he trips, causing him to lose control of the puck and fall
awkwardly. One of Sepe’s team-mates scores on the play. Sepe broke his wrist when he fell. SRD.
8. What time does each player return to the ice if the next stoppage of play is 3:30?
A4
A6
A8

2 min. @ 8:00
2 min. @ 7:20
2 min. @ 7:00

9. What time does each player return to the ice if the next stoppage of play is 3:30?
A4
A6
A8

2 min. @ 12:00
5 min. @ 11:30
2 min. @ 11:00

10. Right off the face-off, home team tough guy Marley drops his gloves and jumps visiting player Nesseth,
who “turtles” without ever retaliating. A split second later, all of the remaining players on the ice drop
their gloves, pair off with another opposing player and start to fight. Both goaltenders meet at centre ice
and start to fight. No players leave their bench during this incident. SRD.
11. Right off the face-off, home team tough guy Marley drops his gloves and jumps visiting player Nesseth,
who “turtles” without ever retaliating. The linesmen intervene quickly and Marley stops fighting
immediately – The Referee decides that Marley did NOT earn an aggressor penalty. A few seconds after
the initial fight occurs, all of the remaining players on the ice drop their gloves, pair off with an opposing
player and start to fight. Both goaltenders meet at centre ice and start to fight. A fight between home
player Hache and visitor Mintsopoulos eventually migrates to the home team’s player’s bench. Home
team player Pindar (who is on the bench) grabs visiting player Mintsopoulos (who is on the ice) and
holds him so that home team player Hache (who is also on the ice) can “wail away”. In response to this
action, visiting player Rocca leaps off the bench and fights with Hache. Mintsopoulos also ends up
fighting with Pindar. Both benches empty totally after Rocca leaves the bench but only two of the players
coming off the bench, that being home team player Lowe and visiting team player Zypka, do anything
that results in a penalty. Lowe and Zypka fight each other – neither is judged to be the instigator. SRD.
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